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Author's response to reviews:

I have done yet again my best to try and meet these guidelines but I dispair of getting it right as new issues seems to arise every time.

Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript is written exactly as they are in the submission system.

Qualifications - authors’ qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD) were removed several iterations ago

Manuscript sections are as recommended

Tables - I have now forced table 1 into portrait page layout. It is beyond me why landscape tables cannot be used as they are obviously so much more useful. I have removed visible vertical lines from the tables.

Table titles appear above the tables. The legends (and keys) appear below the table. Table legends section has been removed.

I have moved table 1 back to the text. I put it in additional files (as you recommended in earlier emails) because I could not get it onto one portrait page. If this is still not acceptable, I am quite uncertain what else I can do. I am surprised because your journal is quite the most inflexible I have come across in terms of formats for tables. Thus tables 1 and 2 are both in portrait format and now appear at the end of the text after the references, as requested.

Table 1 has been removed as an additional file.